The Red, White and Blue 27-hole routing from 1928-1948
1939 Dallin Aerial
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The Championship Course - Holes 1-9 were known as the Red Nine and holes 10-18 were known as the White Nine
1931 Words by William G Bower, Chairman of Golf Committee, and Sketch’s by William Herbert Sickels, member
Hole 1 – 375 yards - Straightaway
Tee shot must be up to carry about one hundred yards off rough in
which lurk several large grassy mounds. The fairway develops from a
flat beginning to a gentle slope falling off to the left. Drive must be
kept to the right of center to gain advantage of downhill roll. A slightly
meandering brook guards the entire left border of the fairway. Off to
the right about two hundred yards are three large gaping traps to
catch a slice. The second shot cannot be topped without fear of
reaching a small creek which crosses the fairway about fifty yards in
front of the green. A pushed or pulled second will get the traps to the
right or left of the green. There are no hazards directly in front of in
back of the pin. Two good shots make the hole easy.
Hole 2 – 215 yards -A One Shotter
A good spoon or long iron depending upon atmospheric conditions. Trap in
middle of fairway to stop a muffed scooter. Larger shallow trap in front of
green to catch the under clubbed shot. To Left is a deep trap which yawns for
a hook to the left of center. Too severe a pull will catch the creek which
fringes the lower end of the hole. The green is large and flat. A converging
slope from the right guarded by two small traps assists the shot played to the
upper side of the green. A slice on this hole is almost certain to go out of
bounds. Boundary runs the entire length of the hole.

Hole 3 – A Three Shotter
A fine dog-leg to the right. Tee shot dare not be pushed or sliced
to right without penalty from series of large traps and group of
trees. Tee shot should be kept to the left center. Plenty of distance
for a smacking second shot. Green opens from the left. It is narrow
in width but long. A sever pit guards the entire left side. An easy
approach from the right is blocked by a deep trap and sloping
green. Due to the width of green a ball exploded from either trap
must be perfectly played to prevent criss- crossing the green. Tow
well played long shots make the opportunity for a birdie excellent.

Hole 4 - A Drive and a Pitch
Another dog-leg bearing to the right. A boundary guards the
entire right. Tee shot should be played straight out with no
temptation to hug along the series of traps which jut out at
the elbow to the right. A hook will catch trap to left. The
second shot on this hole should be accurate. If pushed or
pulled severe traps flanking both sides will cause difficulty.
An over played second will go over the plateau green down
an eight foot slope into heavy rough. A long tee shot on this
hole paves the way for an easy par.

Hole 5 - 380 yards Drive and Mashie Iron
Straightaway with boundary hugging very closety to the
right. Tee shot must be accurate. A long series of shell-holelike traps guard the left as far as any driver can carry. The
second shot will be a problem on this hole. Two well placed
traps permit only a very narrow entrance for a run-in shot. A
boundary about fifteen yards in back of the green will
penalize the over carry. This green is rather fast and only
well hit “back spinner” will hold.
Hole 6 - Drive and Spade
A dog-leg to the right. Tee shot determines score on this hole in
most instances. Hole favors the long hitter. An infirm shot pushed
to the right or slightly sliced is bound to become stymied by a
heavy cluster of high trees which shut off the green from sight. A
topped tee shot from the slightly elevated tee is apt to come to
rest in the gully directly ahead. A hefty smack to the left of center
of the fairway will open the green. The second will stand no flukes.
It must carry a broad creek passing across the front of the green
and be sufficiently accurate to miss four large traps which guard
the three remaining sides. The short tee shot faces a sporty second
over the high trees which guard the right side. This hole will cause
trouble, it is tough but smart, troublesome but fair.

Hole 7 – 265 yards – Par 4 Drive and Pitch.
A straightaway with green gradually rising to the left. A cinch in
appearance from the tee but a Waterloo for the careless tee shot
maker. Accuracy and not distance counts. A creek to catch the flubbed
top and large tree to grab the “skyed” pull. Too severe a hook, if it
dose not go out of bounds over the fence boundary to the left, is apt
to drop behind the barn and sheltering trees in that area. A sliced or
pushed wood may likewise find difficulty in the creek and heavy
timber growth which flank the right. There is a great temptation to go
for the green but only a tremendous drive with super accuracy will be
successful. A severe trap guards the left and gets assistance from a
shallow mate at the right. An over shot can easily go out of bounds.
There will be many “birds” and “buzzards” on this hole.

Hole 8 – A One Shotter
Tee is slightly higher than level of somewhat sloping green which is
surrounded by traps, some sever and others shallow. A side hill
putt is apt to give difficulty.

Hole 9 – 480 yards - A Three Shotter
Straightaway 480 yards, partly up hill. Tee shot must be kept in
air to clear a sudden incline which blocks view of hole from the
tee. Trap to the left and an exacting boundary to the right
through the entire distance of the hole. Two well hit woods on a
straight line will yield a position for an easy run-up or pitch shot.
Green is large and somewhat undulating. Shot to the green dare
not be too strong or it will reach boundary line bordering rear.

Hole 10 - 430 yards - Drive and Spoon
A premium is placed on the long tee shot straightaway. An ugly
pair of traps guard both the right and left sides of fairway
preventing an out to the green. The average tee shot will face a
blind second which must be hit all the way to escape a wide creek
passing across the entire front of green. A shallow trap to the
right and left permit no off direction. The hole not only penalizes
the under played but also the overplayed shot. A shelf- like
embankment awaits any ball crossing the upper side of green.
This hole will stand no carelessness.

Hole 11 - 445 yards - Drive and Spoon or Long Iron
Straightaway, 445 yards, requiring two well hit
long shots. Length is all that is required. Besides
two large traps on each side of the fairway so
placed to catch the long but crooked shots, a
border of rugged rough trims the entire length of
fairway. The green is abnormally large. Slight rolls
and upheavals present a problem for the putting.

Hole 12 – 145 yards - A One Shotter
Hole presents a beautiful test of accuracy. Due to the severe
slope from the left side of the green, it is well to favor the
contour from the tee. Traps guard fore-left, left and right. To
lend assistance is a large old cherry tree guarding the fore-right.
Undulating uphill green requires a fine touch.

Hole 13 – 310 Yards – Par 4 - Driver and Mashie-Niblick
Straight out, 310 yards. Drive must be kept to left of center to
avoid large yawning sand trap which almost severs fairway in
half. A broad jutting trap guards the fore-right and right of
green. Flanking the left is a shallow pit with precipitous sides.
The second must be pitched with plenty of bite if drive is
anywhere but perfectly placed to the left. An over played
second which crosses the green if too firmly hit is apt to go out
of bounds.

Hole 14 - Par 5 - A Three Shotter
Straightaway, over a deep gulley which permits cutting of
considerable distance for the long hitter. Trap to the right and
left. A shelter of trees jut from both the right and left to narrow
the fairway at midway. The long hitter will be in position to put a
straight second on the green for a bird. Two broad expanses of
sand border the green. A hefty heaven pulled to the left may
easily get the boundary. A good drive, a long straight second,
and a package of Chesterfields.

Hole 15 - 350 yards - Drive and Spade
Slight dogleg to the left but grief for the one who tries to
hug too snugly along the port side. The same series for
shell hole like pits border the left. A gently sloping fairway
favors these traps. No fear from the right. Second must be
pitched to a slightly undulating green. Large traps present
a hazard to entries from off the line. Once the drive has
come off satisfactory only a good pitch will yield a par.

Hole 16 - 490 yards - A Three Shotter
Straightaway, 490 yards to a beautifully shaded
undulating green. Shots skirting the right have a plenty
of trouble in store. An expansive trap, border-line of
trees and heavy rough impair progress. To the left
seems offline. Only heavy rough is to be feared in this
direction. The second must be well directed to enter
the bottle neck-like entrance formed by a heavy timber
growth. A row of saplings mixed with older growth and
small shallow traps guard the right side along the green.
A safe par can be made with little fear, but the try for
one under has its hazards.

Hole 17 - 160 yards - A One Shotter
One of the sportiest holes on the course. The green, somewhat
elevated from the tee level, openly flaunts a challenge to the
one who can’t shoot straight. A group of cruel, clam shellshaped, deeply pitted traps lay in front to catch the under
clubbed tee shot. To the left is a large yawning expanse of sand
fringed with over hanging embankment. To the right is a sever
slope which has its ending along side a lake. Rugged rough
slopes off the rear from which a ball must be played to a down
hill leaning green. An excellent test of golf.

Hole 18 - 310 yards - Drive and Pitch
Staring you in the face at the tee is a miniature lake. You make
sure to be over but sometimes one tops the ball. An exacting
border in the form of a creek skirts the entire left. “Three trees,”
play their part on this hole. Any shot to the right center is going
to require a very high pitch over the trees to reach home in two.
A guard of four severe pits check any short approaches. The rear
claims a broad shallow pit. Only a fine pitch shot to a
treacherous green will be safe. A beautiful and restful hole to
complete your round on.

The Blue Nine – 3110 yards - Par 36
This nine played easier than the other two nines and also helped keep beginner and slow players off the regular course. One unusal
features is that there were three 3 pars, three 4 pars, and three 5 pars. Unfortunately, since the blue nine was not highlighted in the
1931 Philadelphia Armature program we do not have pen sketches or the descriptions for it from that era. Following is from Wilbur
Germain’s notes on the holes in 1973.
Hole 19 – 230 yards – Par 3. Tee off from where the present practice putting green is to the green at the corner of the driveway and
West Chest Pike. With the tee and green both facing parallel to the portion of the driveway they were adjacent to, it almost made
the hole a dogleg par 3.
Hole 20 – 365 yards – Par 4. Tee at the corner of West Chest Pike and Manoa Road and play along Manoa Road to the green behind
the present 3rd tee.
Hole 21 – 420 yards – Par 4. Tee behind the present 2nd green against the fence. Play along the right-hand boundary to the green
partly hidden in the woods.
Hole 22 – 495 yards – Par 5. Tee is straight across Steel Road from the 21st green cut out of the woods. The green is at the far corner
of the property which is where the Presbyterian Church is now located. Concord Ave. is now to the right of the right-hand boundary
of this hole.
Hole 23 – 480 yards – Par 5. Tee is to the left of the 22nd green and the hole is a slight right-hand dogleg to the green besides the
present 5th tee which is hidden by the woods.
Hole 24 – 310 yards – Par 4. Tee from behind the 23rd green around a short sharp dogleg to the right to the green cut out of the
woods beside the 22nd tee.
Hole 25 – 145 yards – Par 3. Tee is on the clubhouse side of Steel Road near where the house is behind the present 2 nd tee. The
green was between the back of the present 4th tee and Steel Road. The actual length of the hole was about 110 yards.
Hole 26 – 460 yards – Par 5. Tee off from behind the present 3rd green to the green at the back of the present 3rd tee.
Hole 27 – 205 yards – Par 3. Tee was to the golfers right of the 26th green and the green was where the shallow end of the
swimming pool is.

